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Infinitely
THE TIDE OF BEASTS STRUCK, AND ONE MAN
BECAME AN ARMY
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In the depths of the endless mountain range, when Li Qinghe and others were fighting
against the beasts, the tide of beasts broke out again.

This time there were more fierce beasts than before, and densely packed fierce beasts
rushed towards the Red Maple Empire defense line from the border of the endless
mountain range.

A large number of fierce beasts besieged the fortress of the line of defense, and many
fierce beasts passed through the outermost line of defense and entered the middle of the
line of defense.

...

257 defensive camp.

Lu Yuan and his party just had a rest and few disappeared, they were notified to gather.

This time the assembly is not only their scout camp, but all the guards of the entire
military area are all gathered together.

The crowd gathered under the wall of the defensive camp. On the wall, Luo Xiu, Tracy,
Jiang Ming, Wang Jiashu and other high-level guards stood, looking at the guards
below.

And not far away, there are many ordinary adventurers there.

Luo Xiu's eyes swept across the crowd and paused slightly on Lu Yuan's body.

His original gentle smile disappeared, and his face was full of seriousness and cold at
the moment.
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The harsh voice sounded, and under the influence of spiritual power, it spread
throughout the fortress.

"There is news from the front line that the beast tide has fully erupted. A large number

of beasts have crossed the front line and entered the middle of the defense. As the
central defense camp, we are about to face a large-scale beast attack! This time the
beast tide is coming more aggressively than before. Danger! But! Behind the southern
line of defense is the empire, where there are a lot of cities with our relatives, friends,
and lovers! Can we let these beasts cross the line of defense and enter the empire to hurt
those we care about?!"

"no way!"

The roar sounded, resounding through the clouds.

Luo Xiu nodded lightly:

"Yes, we are the guards! We are the shield of the empire! We will stand firm and use

our bodies to keep the tide of beasts out of the line of defense, and we must not let
those beasts extend their claws to the people of the empire! Everyone, Ready to fight!"

Amid the roar, all the guards moved and took their positions.

Even the adventurer not far away was solemn and agitated at the moment.

Those who can stay are basically willing to help the guards here.

A middle-aged man in the lead yelled at the adventurer behind:

"Brothers! Commander Luo Xiu is right! You don't want the beast tide to rush under the
walls of the city where your family is located?! We are also polite people anyway, we
want to help together!"

"Help the guards to hold together!"

"Fuck the beasts!"

"..."



In the roar, all the adventurers also found their positions under the guidance of the
guards.

The 22 scout teams such as Lu Yuan were former scouts and needed to patrol the

defensive territory, but now, the tide of beasts has fully erupted, and they are the
soldiers of the vanguard.

Naturally, they also need to guard the camp with the vanguard and kill the beasts.

They were arranged on the southern city wall, that is, the city wall facing the endless
mountain range.

The beast tide came from this position.

1 regiment leader Wang Jiashu roared on the city wall:

"Everyone on the city wall! Elemental and far-attack fighters pay attention to killing the
beasts, guardian, and stormy fighters to protect the far-attack and elemental fighters
around them. The psionic cannon is warmed up and ready to be launched at any time!"

Lu Yuan followed Grote and the others up the city wall.

This was the first time Lu Yuan came to the city wall. He found that the passageway of
the city wall was about fifty meters exaggerated, which was very exaggerated.

A huge psionic cannon is placed every 100 meters in the aisle.

At this moment, there are already several genetic warriors controlling the psionic
cannon, and powerful spiritual power is spreading on it.

Among the psionic cannons, many far-attack and elemental genetic warriors are behind
the crenels, holding staffs and long bows, waiting for the arrival of the beast tide.

Team 22, Yang Qiu and Ding Wen are the same.

Yang Qiu held the staff and smiled at Lu Yuan:

"Hey, I didn't expect it would be Lao Ding and I's turn to attack the fierce beast. It's
rare, A Yuan has to protect us this time."



Ding Wen also smiled happily, and played his bowstring.

After all, when the army of fierce beasts arrives, close combat will definitely not be
possible, it is too dangerous.

The wall will not open, and it will definitely not come up when you go down, and you
will be consumed under the wall.

Unless it is a king-level powerhouse, who can fly.

Lu Yuan couldn't help rolling his eyes when he heard Yang Qiu's words.

"Who said I can't attack the beast?"

"Um?"

Hearing this, Grot and the others were all taken aback, and looked at Lu Yuan with
some doubts.

Then Grot suddenly thought of something, his face changed slightly, and said strangely:

"No... A Yuan, you don't plan to just throw spells on it all the time, do you?!"

Hearing this, other people's expressions also became weird:

Ding Wen hurriedly said:

"Ayuan! Forget Ayuan! No need, it's really unnecessary! It's a waste of money. I beg
you, don't be so wasteful, my heart can't stand it!"

In the past few days, they have all seen how Lu Yuan throws spells.

It was okay before, but now defending the city on the wall, unless the beast is on the
wall, otherwise it will not be attacked. At this time, throwing the charm is really too

difficult.

Lu Yuan smiled when he saw the expressions of several people:

"Captain, what do you think? Even if I don't throw the charm, I have other means."



Hearing this, everyone's expressions were a little weird, and they couldn't understand
what Lu Yuan was talking about.

At this moment, the warlord's Wang Jiashu's expression changed, looking at the
direction of the sky in the distance, he roared:

"Attention everyone! The fierce beast is coming! Look at the sky!"

Everyone changed their faces and looked up to the sky.

Later, they saw a dense black cloud approaching from the horizon.

"It's the Gale Carving, Fire Eagle Group! Attention long-range warriors!When they get

close, prepare to shoot them! Never let them go! Attention guardian attack system!
Protect the ranged!"

The roar sounded again.

come yet?

Lu Yuan squinted his eyes. Behind him, behind him, at the location of the blank city
wall, a huge mechanical lord only ten meters high appeared.

After the mechanical lord appeared, he spread out on his own to both sides.

Seeing the sudden appearance of the mechanical lord, everyone was shocked, thinking
it was an enemy.

Wang Jiashu, the commander of the 1st regiment standing on the side of the warlord,
was stunned. At this moment, he saw Lu Yuan in the distance, and his eyes widened
slightly when he thought of something.

He appeared next to Lu Yuan in an instant, with a strange expression on his face:

"Lu Yuan, this is...your?!"

He looked at the machine lords that kept appearing in shock, a little dazed.

Lu Yuan nodded and smiled:



"Yes, it's mine."

Everyone's eyes widened at the moment, their scalp was numb, and their faces were
shocked.

Grote looked at the machine lords that kept appearing, and couldn't help but open his
mouth:

"...I'm obedient, how much mechanical life does this have?!"

These words almost asked everyone's heart.

Lu Yuan didn't answer, but the machine lord appeared extremely fast, and it soon
surpassed a hundred, and it was still increasing.

The mechanical lord who appeared at the beginning had already run hundreds of meters
away.

There is no way, the figure is too big, each of their fighters occupies a position, they
need to be several meters wide.

When they ran to the distance, the genetic warriors in the distance were a little shaken.

The warlords in other areas also ran over at this moment.

A blond man and a brunette woman.

The two came to Wang Jiashu's side with a dumbfounded expression:

"Lao Wang, what's the matter with you?! What are these mechanical lives?"

Wang Jiashu recovered from the shock.

He grinned and pointed to Lu Yuan:

"You ask him."

The two naturally also knew Lu Yuan, after all, Lu Yuan was too famous recently.

The head of the blond man looked at Lu Yuan with a dazed expression on his face and
continuously summoned the mechanical lord, and opened his mouth:



"...Lu Yuan, is this yours?!"

Lu Yuan smiled and nodded: "Yes, mine, harvest from the remains of Aier's
machinery."

The black-haired woman at the side was stunned, then laughed:

"With these mechanical guards, it is much less difficult to guard this defensive camp!
By the way, what is the strength of these mechanical guards?"

"Second-tier Consummation Lord."

Lu Yuan smiled.

These were all mechanical guards Lu Yuan had previously obtained from a
10,000-meter-high building.

With so many ten-thousand-meter-high buildings, Lu Yuan has obtained a lot of
mechanical guards.

There are more than two hundred in total!

"All of them are second-tier perfection lords?!"

Everyone's eyes widened and their faces were shocked.

The blond man’s voice became a little hoarse:

"More than two hundred second-order Consummation Lords, what concept is this..."

Whether it was Wang Jiashu or the others, they were all in a trance.

The corner of Wang Jiashu's mouth twitched, and he quickly said:

"I will inform them of the commander of the legion! With the strength of your

mechanical guard! You can almost guard a wall by yourself!"

Just when Wang Jiashu was going to notify Luo Xiu, Luo Xiu, Tracy and Jiang Ming
had already appeared next to them.



Luo Xiu said indifferently: "No need to notify, we have seen such a big movement
here."

After all, the height of the machine lord is ten meters, which is considered to be a huge
monster.

Luo Xiu looked at the machine lord who kept appearing, his eyes narrowed open
unexpectedly.

One can imagine how surprised he was.

Not only him, Tracy looked at the mechanical lord who kept walking by her, and
looked at Lu Yuan with his small mouth open:

"Lu Yuan, you have brought us a big surprise!"

Jiang Ming's mechanical eyes on the side kept turning, passing by a mechanical lord,
and then the corners of his mouth raised, revealing a hideous smile:

"There are more than two hundred second-order Consummation Lords, so the beast tide
can enjoy it."

Luo Xiu was silent and looked at Lu Yuan with a faint smile on his face:

"Student Lu Yuan, I am here to represent the guards of Camp 257. Thank you.
Because you have more than two hundred second-tier Consummation Lords, the
mortality rate may be greatly reduced this time."

Lu Yuan was taken aback for a moment, then he saluted a military salute and said with
a serious face:

"Legion commander, I am also a member of the 257th Army. This is what I should
do."

Hearing this, Luo Xiu's eyes flashed, and they showed a smile.

"Hahaha! Then I'm not polite. Soldier Lu Yuan! As the commander of the 257 army, I
order you to form the mechanical legion. You are the legion commander! Lead the
mechanical lord to support the four walls and make up the defense loopholes. I don't
know if you are Willing to accept this important task!"



Other people's faces changed drastically when they watched Lu Yuan.

This is really a one-man army.

However, more than two hundred lords of second-order Consummation level are still
mechanical lords with steel bodies. This strength is even stronger than all legions.

This of course does not count the corps commander and the two deputy commanders.

They were not surprised that Lu Yuan took on such an important task.

Lu Yuan was also stunned, then he grinned:

"Yes!"

Luo Xiu nodded, and then looked towards the sky, his face condensed slightly:

"is coming."

Lu Yuan looked towards the sky, and the dark clouds had already approached the
defensive camp.

With Lu Yuan's eyesight, he could already see the appearance of the Gale Carving and
the Fire Eagle.

The Gale Eagle has pale blue feathers, while the Fire Eagle is reddish throughout.

These two kinds of fierce birds are not small in size, at least five or six meters in
wingspan, and even more than ten meters in strength.

The densely packed birds looked at the defensive camp below with their sharp eyes.

After seeing the human warriors, their scarlet eyes flashed with killing intent, and they
rushed towards them.

At this moment, Lu Yuan had summoned all the mechanical lords.

All the mechanical lords are now covered with the entire southern city wall.

The entire southern city wall is 3 kilometers long, and there is a mechanical lord every
ten meters.



All mechanical lords, even the lords of the assault system, are also equipped with
psionic cannons, possessing not weak long-range attack capabilities, and they can fight
against flying units.

At this moment, seeing Gale Eagle and Fire Eagle rushing down, the warlords suddenly
roared. UU Reading www.uukanshu.cOM

"attack!!"

Each of the genetic warriors looked cold and stern, pulled up their long bows, and shot
powerful arrows. There were also elemental warriors who used various combat
techniques to shoot into the sky.

When Lu Yuan thought, all the mechanical lord's eyes turned red, and he raised the
psionic cannon and aimed it at the fierce bird above.

Boom boom boom boom!

A series of thick psionic cannons soared into the sky, and also shot into the air.

The melee mechanical lords may not be powerful enough for long-range attacks, but
they were originally long-range mechanical lords. They not only held huge psionic
cannons in their hands, but even had psionic cannons on all parts of the body.

One person fired five or six psionic cannon attacks.

Powerful spiritual power fluctuations continue to emerge, and the spiritual power
pressure brought by the psychic cannons fired by more than two hundred second-order
Consummation Lords even exceeds the pressure of all long-range fighters.

The second-tier consummation lord, this strength can be compared with the third-tier
intermediate and high-level leaders, and it is much stronger than the general second-tier
guards.

Feeling all kinds of powerful attacks, the gale eagles and fire eagles screamed in anger,
a wave of violent wind blades and flame arrows shot downwards, colliding with various
combat skills, arrows, and psionic cannons.

boom!



The roar sounded.

Part of the arrows and combat skills passed through the wind blade and the flame arrow,
and continued to shoot at the Gale Eagle and Fire Eagle, and some of the attacks
dissipated in the air, while most psionic cannons ripped apart Gale Eagle and Fire. The
attack of the eagle broke out in the flock of ferocious birds.

The power of terror was torn apart, many fierce birds were killed, and blood and
corpses continued to fall from the air.

Seeing this scene, everyone's pupils shrank, Luo Xiu and others even glanced at the
mechanical lord behind them.

The strength of this mechanical lord was stronger than they thought.
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